This paper discusses the impact of file sharing on the business models in the music industry. The production of recorded music, as well as that of films and games, is characterized by relatively high fixed costs and low marginal costs. As a result of digitisation, the costs of reproduction and distribution of content have decreased dramatically, as well as the possibilities for copyright holders to control this process.
As a result, file sharing has become widespread and had unmistakably changed the business model in the music industry. It may very well do the same to the movie industry. That is not to say, however, that consumers are no longer willing to pay for experiencing music or films. A representative survey held in the Netherlands in 2008 has revealed that people who download music, films and games buy as many CDs and more DVDs and games as people who never download. Moreover, they visit more concerts and buy more merchandise.
The fact that file sharing gives free access to content is just one of various reasons to engage in this activity, while interactions between file sharing and buying can be both positive, and neutral or negative. Consequently, empirical research studying this relation is ambiguous.
These empirical findings can help to explain current changes in the music industry's business models: there is still a market for selling music by the record or by the track, but value creation is shifting towards the genuine and scarce input: the artist. Live concerts, merchandise and appearances on tv or in commercials have become more important and more lucrative, while paying for a track or CD has moved away from a necessary way to get hold of it, to a way to support an artist or to express involvement.
